
  

 
 
 
 

Agreement on Agriculture 
 

Between Iceland and Hong Kong, China 
 
 

ARTICLE 1 
 

Scope and Coverage 
 

1. This Agreement concerning trade in agricultural products between Iceland and 
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China 
(hereinafter referred to as “Hong Kong, China”) is concluded further to the Free Trade 
Agreement between the EFTA States and Hong Kong, China signed on 21 June 2011 
(hereinafter referred to as the “Free Trade Agreement”), and in particular pursuant to 
paragraph 2 of Article 2.1 of that Agreement. 
 
2. For the purposes of this Agreement, Iceland and Hong Kong, China are 
hereinafter referred to as the “Parties”.  
 
3. This Agreement applies to trade between the Parties relating to agricultural 
products: 
 
 (a)  classified in Chapters 1 to 24 of the Harmonized Commodity Description 

and Coding System (hereinafter referred to as the “HS”) and not included 
in Annex II or Annex III to the Free Trade Agreement; or  

 
 (b)  covered by Annex I to the Free Trade Agreement. 

 
 

ARTICLE 2 
 

Tariff Concessions 
 

1. Hong Kong, China shall grant duty free access for agricultural products 
originating in Iceland as specified in Annex 1.  

 
2. Iceland shall grant tariff concessions to agricultural products originating in Hong 
Kong, China as specified in Annex 2. 

 
 

ARTICLE 3 
 

Rules of Origin and Customs Procedures  
 

1. The rules of origin and the provisions on co-operation in customs matters set out 
in Annex IV to the Free Trade Agreement shall apply to this Agreement, except as 
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provided for in paragraph 2. For the purposes of this Agreement, references to the 
“EFTA States” in that Annex shall be taken to refer to Iceland. 
 
2. For the purposes of this Agreement, Article 6 of Annex IV to the Free Trade 
Agreement shall not apply to products covered by this Agreement, which are exported 
from one EFTA State to another. 

 
 

ARTICLE 4 
 

Dialogue 
 

The Parties shall examine any difficulties that might arise in their trade in 
agricultural products and shall endeavour to seek appropriate solutions through dialogue 
and consultations.1 

 
 

ARTICLE 5 
 

Further Liberalisation 
 

The Parties undertake to continue their efforts with a view to achieving further 
liberalisation of their trade in agricultural products, taking account of the pattern of such 
trade between them, the particular sensitivities of such products, and the development of 
agricultural policy on either side. The Parties may in conjunction with the Joint 
Committee meetings consult, with a view to achieving this objective, including through 
improvements in market access by reduction or elimination of customs duties on 
agricultural products and through extension of the scope of agricultural products 
covered by this Agreement. 

 
 

ARTICLE 6 
 

WTO Agreement on Agriculture 
 

The Parties confirm their rights and obligations under the WTO Agreement on 
Agriculture. 

 
 

ARTICLE 7 
 

Provisions of the Free Trade Agreement 
 

The following provisions of the Free Trade Agreement shall apply, mutatis 
mutandis, between the Parties to this Agreement: Articles 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 2.4, 2.5, 

                                                 
1  It is understood that the consultations pursuant to this paragraph shall be without prejudice to the 

rights and obligations of the Parties under Chapter 10 of the Free Trade Agreement or under the 
WTO Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes. 
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2.6, 2.7, 2.8 2 , 2.10, 2.12, 2.14, 2.15, 2.16, 2.17, paragraph 4 of Article 2.11 and 
paragraph 2 of Article 2.13 as well as Chapter 10. 

 
 

ARTICLE 8 
 

Amendments 
 

1. The Parties may agree on any amendment to this Agreement. 
 

2. Unless the Parties agree otherwise, the amendments shall enter into force on the 
first day of the third month following the receipt of the last instrument of ratification, 
acceptance or approval. 

 
 

ARTICLE 9 
 

Entry into Force and Relationship between this Agreement and the Free Trade 
Agreement 

 
1. This Agreement shall enter into force on the same date as the Free Trade 
Agreement enters into force between Iceland and Hong Kong, China. It shall remain in 
force as long as the Free Trade Agreement remains in force between them.  
 
2. The Depositary of the Free Trade Agreement shall receive for information a 
copy of this Agreement together with a written confirmation that the necessary internal 
procedures have been fulfilled for entry into force of this Agreement at the same time as 
the Free Trade Agreement. 
 
 

                                                 
2  Except for Article 3 of Annex V to the Free Trade Agreement. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorised thereto, have signed 
this Agreement. 
 
 
 
Done at Schaan, this 21st day of June 2011, in two originals in the English language.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________________ _______________________________ 
For Iceland For the Hong Kong  
 Special Administrative Region  
 of the People’s Republic of China  

 



  

 
ANNEX 1 

 
TARIFF CONCESSIONS BY HONG KONG, CHINA 

 
 
 

As of the date of entry into force of this Agreement, Hong Kong, China shall 
eliminate customs duties on products originating in Iceland covering all products 
classified under HS Chapters 1 to 24, except for the products falling within the scope of 
the Free Trade Agreement between the EFTA States and Hong Kong, China referred to 
in subparagraphs 1 (b) and (c) of Article 2.1 of the Free Trade Agreement. 
 



 

  

 
ANNEX 2 

 
TARIFF CONCESSIONS BY ICELAND 

 

Icelandic 
Customs 

Tariff 2010 
Description of Products 

MFN - rate 
of duty, ad 

valorem 

MFN - rate 
of duty, 
specific 

Concessions to 
Hong Kong, China 

1 2 3a 3b 4 
0409.0000 Natural honey  0   FREE 
0410.0000 Edible products of animal origin, not 

elsewhere specified or included 
0   FREE 

0504 Guts, bladders and stomachs of animals 
(other than fish), whole and pieces thereof, 
fresh, chilled, frozen, salted, in brine, dried 
or smoked: 

    

  
0504.0001 - Guts, salted and dressed  0   FREE 
0504.0002 - Guts, salted but not dressed  0   FREE 
0504.0009 - Other  0   FREE 
0506 Bones and horn-cores, unworked, defatted, 

simply prepared (but not cut to shape), 
treated with acid or degelatinised; powder 
and waste of these products: 

    

  
0506.1000 - Ossein and bones treated with acid  0   FREE 
0506.9000 - Other  0   FREE 
0511 Animal products not elsewhere specified or 

included; dead animals of Chapter 1 and 3, 
unfit for human consumption: 

    

  
0511.1000 - Bovine semen  0   FREE 

  -- Other:       
0511.9901 --- Animal blood 0   FREE 
0511.9902 --- Fit for human consumption 0   FREE 
0511.9909 --- Other 0   FREE 
0601 Bulbs, tubers, tuberous roots, corms, crowns 

and rhizomes, dormant, in growth or in 
flower; chicory plants and roots other than 
roots of heading 1212: 

    

  

 
- Bulbs, tubers, tuberous roots, corms, crowns 
and rhizomes, dormant:  

      

0601.1010 -- Hyacinths 0   FREE 
0601.1020 -- Narcissi 0   FREE 
0601.1030 -- Tulips 0   FREE 
0601.1040 -- Gladioli 0   FREE 
0601.1090 -- Other 0   FREE 

  

- Bulbs, tubers, tuberous roots, corms, crowns 
and rhizomes, in growth or in flower; chicory 
plants and roots: 

    

  
  -- Chicory plants and roots:       
0601.2012 -- Chicory roots 0   FREE 
0602 Other live plants (including their roots), 

cuttings and slips; mushroom spawn:  
    

  
  - Other       
0602.9010 -- Mushroom spawn (Mycelium) 0   FREE 
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Icelandic 
Customs 

Tariff 2010 
Description of Products 

MFN - rate 
of duty, ad 

valorem 

MFN - rate 
of duty, 
specific 

Concessions to 
Hong Kong, China 

0604 Foliage, branches and other parts of plants, 
without flowers or flower buds, and grasses, 
mosses and lichens, being goods of a kind 
suitable for bouquets or for ornamental 
purposes, fresh, dried, dyed, bleached, 
impregnated or otherwise prepared: 

    

 
  - Mosses and lichens        
0604.1010 -- Reindeer moss (Cladonia rangiferina) and 

other mosses, dried, dyed, impregnated or 
otherwise prepared  

0   FREE 

0604.1090 -- Other 0   FREE 
0703 Onions, shallots, garlic, leeks and other 

alliaceous vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
    

  
  - Onions and shallots:        
0703.1001 -- Onions 30   FREE 
0703.1009 -- Shallots 30   FREE 
0703.2000 - Garlic  30   FREE 
  - Leeks and other alliaceous vegetables:       
0703.9001 -- Leeks  30 227 FREE 
0703.9009 -- Other 30   FREE 
0708 Leguminous vegetables, shelled or 

unshelled, fresh or chilled: 
    

  
0708.1000 - Peas (Pisum sativum) 25   FREE 
0708.2000 - Beans (Vigna spp., Phaseolus spp.) 25   FREE 
0708.9000 - Other leguminous vegetables  25   FREE 
0709 Other vegetables, fresh or chilled:       
0709.2000 - Asparagus  30   FREE 
  -- Other       
0709.5901 --- Truffles  30   FREE 
0709.7000 - Spinach, New Zealand spinach and orache 

spinache (garden spinach) 
20   FREE 

  - Other:       
0709.9003 -- Olives 30   FREE 
0709.9005 - Globe artichokes  30   FREE 
0710 Vegetables (uncooked or cooked by 

steaming or boiling in water), frozen: 
    

  
  - Leguminous vegetables, shelled or unshelled:       
0710.2100 -- Peas (Pisum sativum) 30   FREE 
0710.2200 -- Beans (Vigna spp., Phaseolus spp.) 30   FREE 
0710.2900 -- Other  30   FREE 
0713 Dried leguminous vegetables, shelled, 

whether or not skinned or split: 
    

  
0713.1000 - Peas (Pisum sativum) 0   FREE 
0713.2000 - Chickpeas (garbanzos) 0   FREE 
  - Beans (Vigna spp., Phaseolus spp.):       
0713.3100 -- Beans of the species Vigna mungo (L.) 

Hepper or Vigna radiata (L.) Wilczek  
0   FREE 

0713.3200 -- Small red (Adzuki) beans (Phaseolus or 
Vigna angularis) 

0   FREE 

0713.3300 -- Kidney beans, including white pea beans 
(Phaseolus vulgaris) 

0   FREE 

0713.3900 -- Other  0   FREE 
0713.4000 - Lentils  0   FREE 
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Icelandic 
Customs 

Tariff 2010 
Description of Products 

MFN - rate 
of duty, ad 

valorem 

MFN - rate 
of duty, 
specific 

Concessions to 
Hong Kong, China 

0713.5000 - Broad beans (Vicia faba var. major) and 
horse beans (Vicia faba var. equina, Vicia faba 
var. minor)  

0   FREE 

0713.9000 - Other  0   FREE 
0801 Coconuts, Brazil nuts and cashew nuts, 

fresh or dried, whether or not shelled or 
peeled: 

    

  
  - Coconuts:       
0801.1100 -- Desiccated 0   FREE 
0801.1900 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Brazil nuts:       
0801.2100 -- In shell 0   FREE 
0801.2200 -- Shelled 0   FREE 
  - Cashew nuts:       
0801.3100 -- In shell 0   FREE 
0801.3200 -- Shelled 0   FREE 
0802 Other nuts, fresh or dried, whether or not 

shelled or peeled: 
    

  
  - Almonds:       
0802.1100 -- In shell  0   FREE 
0802.1200 -- Shelled  0   FREE 
  - Hazelnuts or filberts (Corylus spp.):       
0802.2100 -- In shell  0   FREE 
0802.2200 -- Shelled  0   FREE 
  - Walnuts:       
0802.3100 -- In shell  0   FREE 
0802.3200 -- Shelled  0   FREE 
0802.4000 - Chestnuts (Castanea spp.) 0   FREE 
0802.5000 - Pistachios  0   FREE 
0802.6000 - Macadamia nuts 0   FREE 
0802.9000 - Other  0   FREE 
0803.0000 Bananas, including plantains, fresh or dried  0   FREE 
0804 Dates, figs, pineapples, avocados, guavas, 

mangoes and mangosteens, fresh or dried: 
    

  
  - Dates:       
0804.1001 -- Fresh  0   FREE 
0804.1009 -- Other  0   FREE 
0804.2000 - Figs  0   FREE 
0804.3000 - Pineapples  0   FREE 
0804.4000 - Avocados  0   FREE 
0804.5000 - Guavas, mangoes and mangosteens  0   FREE 
0805 Citrus fruit, fresh or dried:       
0805.1000 - Oranges  0   FREE 
0805.2000 - Mandarins (including tangerines and 

satsumas); clementines, wilkings and similar 
citrus hybrids  

0   FREE 

0805.4000 - Grapefruit, including pomelos 0   FREE 
  - Lemons (Citrus limon, Citrus limonum) and 

limes (Citrus aurantifolia, Citrus latifolia): 
    

  
0805.5001 -- Lemons  0   FREE 
0805.5009 -- Other  0   FREE 
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Icelandic 
Customs 

Tariff 2010 
Description of Products 

MFN - rate 
of duty, ad 

valorem 

MFN - rate 
of duty, 
specific 

Concessions to 
Hong Kong, China 

0805.9000 - Other  0   FREE 
0806 Grapes, fresh or dried:       
0806.1000 - Fresh  0   FREE 
  - Dried:       
0806.2001 -- Raisins  0   FREE 
0806.2009 -- Other  0   FREE 
0807 Melons (including watermelons) and papaws 

(papayas), fresh: 
    

  
  - Melons (including watermelons):       
0807.1100 -- Watermelons 0   FREE 
0807.1900 -- Other 0   FREE 
0807.2000 - Papaws (papayas)  0   FREE 
0808 Apples, pears and quinces, fresh:       
0808.1000 - Apples  0   FREE 
0808.2000 - Pears and quinces  0   FREE 
0809 Apricots, cherries, peaches (including 

nectarines), plums and sloes, fresh: 
    

  
0809.1000 - Apricots  0   FREE 
0809.2000 - Cherries  0   FREE 
0809.3000 - Peaches, including nectarines  0   FREE 
0809.4000 - Plums and sloes  0   FREE 
0810 Other fruit, fresh:       
0810.1000 - Strawberries  0   FREE 
0810.2000 - Raspberries, blackberries, mulberries and 

loganberries  
0   FREE 

0810.4000 - Cranberries, bilberries and other fruits of the 
genus Vaccinium 

0   FREE 

0810.5000 - Kiwifruit 0   FREE 
0810.6000 - Durians 0   FREE 
0810.9000 - Other  0   FREE 
0811 Fruit and nuts, uncooked or cooked by 

steaming or boiling in water, frozen, 
whether or not containing added sugar or 
other sweetening matter: 

    

  
  - Strawberries:       
0811.1001 -- Containing added sugar or other sweetening 

matters  
0   FREE 

0811.1009 -- Other  0   FREE 
  - Raspberries, blackberries, mulberries, logan-

berries, black, white or red currants and 
gooseberries: 

    

  
0811.2001 -- Containing added sugar or other sweetening 

matters  
0   FREE 

0811.2009 -- Other  0   FREE 
  - Other:       
0811.9001 -- Containing added sugar or other sweetening 

matters  
0   FREE 

0811.9009 -- Other  0   FREE 
0812 Fruit and nuts, provisionally preserved (for 

example, by sulphur dioxide gas, in brine, in 
sulphur water or in other preservative 
solutions), but unsuitable in that state for 
immediate consumption: 

    

  
0812.1000 - Cherries  0   FREE 
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Icelandic 
Customs 

Tariff 2010 
Description of Products 

MFN - rate 
of duty, ad 

valorem 

MFN - rate 
of duty, 
specific 

Concessions to 
Hong Kong, China 

0812.9000 - Other  0   FREE 
0813 Fruit, dried, other than that of headings. 

0801 to 0806; mixtures of nuts or dried 
fruits of this Chapter: 

    

  
0813.1000 - Apricots  0   FREE 
0813.2000 - Prunes  0   FREE 
0813.3000 - Apples  0   FREE 
  - Other fruit:        
0813.4001 -- For making broths 0   FREE 
0813.4009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Mixtures of nuts or dried fruits of this 

Chapter: 
    

  
0813.5001 -- For making broths 0   FREE 
0813.5009 -- Other 0   FREE 
0814.0000 Peel of citrus fruit or melons (including 

watermelons), fresh, frozen, dried or 
provisionally preserved in brine, in sulphur 
water or in other preservative solutions  

0   FREE 

0903.0000 Maté  0   FREE 
0904 Pepper of the genus Piper; dried or crushed 

or ground fruits of the genus Capsicum or of 
the genus Pimenta.: 

    

  
  - Pepper:       
0904.1100 -- Neither crushed nor ground  0   FREE 
0904.1200 -- Crushed or ground  0   FREE 
  - Fruits of the genus Capsicum or of the genus 

Pimenta, dried or crushed or ground: 
    

  
0904.2001 -- Sweet peppers not ground  0   FREE 
0904.2009 -- Other  0   FREE 
0905.0000 Vanilla  0   FREE 
0906 Cinnamon and cinnamon-tree flowers:       
  - Neither crushed nor ground        
0906.1100 -- Cinnamon (Cinnamomum zeylanicum 

Blume) 
0   FREE 

0906.1900 -- Other 0   FREE 
0906.2000 - Crushed or ground  0   FREE 
0907.0000 Cloves (whole fruit, cloves and stems)  0   FREE 
0908 Nutmeg, mace and cardamoms:       
0908.1000 - Nutmeg  0   FREE 
0908.2000 - Mace  0   FREE 
0908.3000 - Cardamoms  0   FREE 
0909 Seeds of anise, badian, fennel, coriander, 

cumin or caraway; juniper berries: 
    

  
  - Seeds of anise or badian:       
0909.1001 -- For making broths 0   FREE 
0909.1009 -- Other 0   FREE 
0909.2000 - Seeds of coriander  0   FREE 
0909.3000 - Seeds of cumin  0   FREE 
0909.4000 - Seeds of caraway  0   FREE 
  - Seeds of fennel; juniper berries:        
0909.5001 -- For making broths 0   FREE 
0909.5009 -- Other 0   FREE 
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Icelandic 
Customs 

Tariff 2010 
Description of Products 

MFN - rate 
of duty, ad 

valorem 

MFN - rate 
of duty, 
specific 

Concessions to 
Hong Kong, China 

0910 Ginger, saffron, turmeric (curcuma), thyme, 
bay leaves, curry and other spices: 

    
  

0910.1000 - Ginger  0   FREE 
0910.2000 - Saffron  0   FREE 
0910.3000 - Turmeric (curcuma)  0   FREE 
  - Other spices:       
0910.9100 -- Mixtures referred to in Note 1 (b) to this 

Chapter  
0   FREE 

0910.9900 -- Other  0   FREE 
1001 Wheat and meslin:       
  - Durum wheat:       
1001.1009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  - Other:       
1001.9009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

1002 - Rye:       
1002.0009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

1003 - Barley:       
1003.0009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

1004 - Oats:       
1004.0009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

1005 Maize (corn):        
1005.1000 - Seed  0   FREE 
  - Other:       
1005.9009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

1006 Rice:       
  - Rice in the husk (paddy or rough):       
1006.1001 -- In retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1006.1009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Husked (brown) rice:       
1006.2001 -- In retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1006.2009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Semi-milled or wholly milled rice, whether or 

not polished or glazed: 
    

  
1006.3001 -- In retail packings of 5 kg or less 0   FREE 
1006.3009 -- Other   0   FREE 
  - Broken rice:       
1006.4001 -- In retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1006.4009 -- Other  0   FREE 
1007 Grain sorghum:       
1007.0009 - Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

1008 Buckwheat, millet and canary seed; other 
cereals: 

    
  

  - Buckwheat:       
1008.1009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 
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Icelandic 
Customs 

Tariff 2010 
Description of Products 

MFN - rate 
of duty, ad 

valorem 

MFN - rate 
of duty, 
specific 

Concessions to 
Hong Kong, China 

  - Millet:        
1008.2009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  - Canary seed:       
1008.3009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  - Other cereals:       
1008.9009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

1101 Wheat or meslin flour:       
1101.0010 - In retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
  - Other:       
1101.1029 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

1102 Cereal flours other than of wheat or meslin:       
  - Rye flour:       
1102.1001 -- In retail packing of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1102.1009 -- Other  0   FREE 
  - Maize (corn) flour :       
1102.2009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  - Other:       
  -- Of barley:        
1102.9019 --- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  -- Rice flour:       
1102.9021 --- In retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1102.9029 --- Other  0   FREE 
  -- Other:        
1102.9039 --- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

1103 Cereal groats, meal and pellets:       
  - Groats and meal:       
  -- Of wheat:        
1103.1109 --- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  -- Of maize (corn):       
  --- Cereal groats:       
1103.1319 ---- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

 --- Other:    
1103.1329 ---- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0  FREE 

  -- Of other cereals:        
1103.1909 --- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  - Pellets:       
1103.2009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 
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Icelandic 
Customs 

Tariff 2010 
Description of Products 

MFN - rate 
of duty, ad 

valorem 

MFN - rate 
of duty, 
specific 

Concessions to 
Hong Kong, China 

1104 Cereal grains otherwise worked (for 
example, hulled, rolled, flaked, pearled, 
sliced, or kibbled), except rice of heading 
1006; germ of cereals, whole, rolled, flaked 
or ground: 

    

  
  - Rolled or flaked grains:       
  -- Of oats:       
1104.1210 --- In retail packings of 5 kg or less 0   FREE 
  --- Other:       
1104.1229 ---- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  -- Of other cereals:       
1104.1909 --- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  - Other worked grains (for example, hulled, 
pearled, sliced or kibbled): 

    
  

  -- Of oats:       
1104.2210 --- In retail packings of 5 kg or less 0   FREE 
  --- Other:       
1104.2229 ---- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  -- Of maize (corn):       
1104.2309 --- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  -- Of other cereals:       
1104.2909 --- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  - Germ of cereals, whole, rolled, flaked or 
ground: 

    
  

1104.3009 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 
definition of the Ministry of Finance 

0   FREE 

1105 Flour, meal, powder, flakes, granules and 
pellets of potatoes: 

    
  

  - Flour, meal and powder:       
1105.1001 -- In retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1105.1009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Flakes, granules and pellets:       
1105.2001 -- For feed purposes 12   FREE 
1105.2009 -- Other  12   FREE 
1106 Flour, meal and powder of the dried 

leguminous vegetables of heading 0713, of 
sago or of roots or tubers of heading 0714 or 
of the products of Chapter 8: 

    

  
1106.1000 - Of the dried leguminous vegetables of 

heading 0713 
0   FREE 

  - Of sago or of roots or tubers of heading 0714:       
1106.2009 -- Other  0   FREE 
1106.3000 - Of the products of Chapter 8 0   FREE 
1107 Malt, whether or not roasted:       
1107.1000 - Not roasted  0   FREE 
1107.2000 - Roasted  0   FREE 
1108 Starches; inulin:       
  - Starches:       
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Icelandic 
Customs 

Tariff 2010 
Description of Products 

MFN - rate 
of duty, ad 

valorem 

MFN - rate 
of duty, 
specific 

Concessions to 
Hong Kong, China 

  -- Wheat starch:       
1108.1101 --- In retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1108.1109 --- Other  0   FREE 
  -- Maize (corn) starch:       
1108.1201 --- In retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1108.1209 --- Other  0   FREE 
  -- Potato starch:       
1108.1301 --- For feed purposes 5   FREE 
1108.1309 --- Other  5   FREE 
  -- Manioc (cassava) starch:       
1108.1401 --- In retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1108.1409 --- Other  0   FREE 
  -- Other starches:       
1108.1901 --- In retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1108.1909 --- Other  0   FREE 
  - Inulin:       
1108.2001 -- In retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1108.2009 -- Other  0   FREE 
1109.0000 Wheat gluten, whether or not dried  0   FREE 
1201.0000 Soya beans, whether or not broken 0   FREE 
1202 Ground-nuts, not roasted or otherwise 

cooked, whether or not shelled or broken: 
    

  
1202.1000 - In shell  0   FREE 
1202.2000 - Shelled, whether or not broken  0   FREE 
1203.0000 Copra 0   FREE 
1204.0000 Linseed, whether or not broken  0   FREE 
1205 Rape or colza seeds, whether or not broken:       
1205.1000 - Low erucic acid rape or colza seeds 0   FREE 
1205.9000 - Other 0   FREE 
1206.0000 Sunflower seeds, whether or not broken  0   FREE 
1207 Other oil seeds and oleaginous fruits, 

whether or not broken: 
    

  
1207.2000 - Cotton seeds  0   FREE 
1207.4000 - Sesamum seeds  0   FREE 
1207.5000 - Mustard seeds  0   FREE 
  - Other:       
1207.9100 -- Poppy seeds  0   FREE 
1207.9900 - -Other  0   FREE 
1208 Flours and meals of oil seeds or oleaginous 

fruits, other than those of mustard: 
    

  
1208.1000 - Of soya beans  0   FREE 
1208.9000 - Other  0   FREE 
1209 Seeds, fruit and spores, of a kind used for 

sowing: 
     

  - Sugar beet seed:       
1209.1001 -- In packings of 10 kg or more  0   FREE 
1209.1009 -- Other  0   FREE 
  -- Lucerne (alfalfa) seed:       
1209.2101 --- In packings of 10 kg or more  0   FREE 
1209.2109 --- Other  0   FREE 
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  -- Clover (Trifolium spp.) seed:       
1209.2201 --- In packings of 10 kg or more  0   FREE 
1209.2209 --- Other  0   FREE 
  -- Fescue seed:       
1209.2301 --- In packings of 10 kg or more  0   FREE 
1209.2309 --- Other  0   FREE 
  -- Kentucky blue grass (Poa pratensis L.) seed:       
1209.2401 --- In packings of 10 kg or more  0   FREE 
1209.2409 --- Other  0   FREE 
  -- Rye grass (Lolium multiflorum Lam., Lolium 

perenne L.) seed: 
    

  
1209.2501 --- In packings of 10 kg or more  0   FREE 
1209.2509 --- Other  0   FREE 
  -- Other:       
1209.2901 --- Other grass seeds in packings 10 kg or more 0   FREE 
1209.2909 --- Other  0   FREE 
1209.3000 - Seeds of herbaceous plants cultivated 

principally for their flowers  
0   FREE 

  - Other:       
1209.9100 -- Vegetable seeds  0   FREE 
  -- Other       
1209.9901 --- Mushroom spores 0   FREE 
1209.9909 --- Other 0   FREE 
1210 Hop cones, fresh or dried, whether or not 

ground, powdered or in the form of pellets; 
lupulin: 

    

  
1210.1000 - Hop cones, neither ground nor powdered nor 

in the form of pellets  
0   FREE 

1210.2000 - Hop cones, ground, powdered or in the form 
of pellets; lupulin  

0   FREE 

1211 Plants and parts of plants (including seeds 
and fruits), of a kind used primarily in 
perfumery, in pharmacy or for insecticidal, 
fungicidal or similar purposes, fresh or 
dried, whether or not cut, crushed or 
powdered: 

    

  
1211.2000 - Ginseng roots  0   FREE 
1211.3000 - Coca leaf 0   FREE 
1211.4000 - Poppy straw 0   FREE 
  - Other:        
1211.9001 -- For making broths 0   FREE 
1211.9002 -- Basil, borage, all species of mints, rosemary, 

rue, sage and wormwood 
0   FREE 

1211.9009 -- Other 0   FREE 
1212 Locust beans, seaweeds and other algae, 

sugar beet and sugar cane, fresh, chilled, 
frozen or dried, whether or not ground; 
fruit stones and kernels and other vegetable 
products (including unroasted chicory roots 
of the variety Cichorium intybus sativum) of a 
kind used primarily for human 
consumption, not elsewhere specified or 
included: 

    

  
  - Seaweeds and other algae:       
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1212.2001 -- Used primarily in perfumery, beverages, 
medicaments  or for insecticidal, fungicidal or 
similar purposes, fresh or dried, whether or not 
cut, ground or powdered  

0   FREE 

1212.2009 -- Other  0   FREE 
  - Other:       
1212.9100 -- Sugar beet  0   FREE 
1212.9900 -- Other  0   FREE 
1213 Cereal straw and husks, unprepared, 

whether or not chopped, ground, pressed, or 
in the form of pellets: 

    

  
  - Ground, pressed or in the form of pellets:       
1213.0019 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

  - Other:       
1213.0029 -- Other, subject to compliance with further 

definition of the Ministry of Finance 
0   FREE 

1214 Swedes, mangolds, fodder roots, hay, 
lucerne (alfalfa), clover, sainfoin, forage 
kale, lupines, vetches and similar forage 
products, whether or not in the form of 
pellets: 

    

  
1214.1000 - Lucerne (alfalfa) meal and pellets  0   FREE 
1214.9000 - Other  0   FREE 
1301 Lac; natural gums, resins, gum-resins and 

oleoresins (for example, balsams): 
    

  
1301.2000 - Gum Arabic  0   FREE 

  -- Other        
1301.9001 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1301.9009 --- Other 0   FREE 
1302 Vegetable saps and extracts; pectic 

substances, pectinates and pectates; agar -
agar and other mucilages and thickeners, 
whether or not modified, derived from 
vegetable products: 

    

  
  - Vegetable saps and extracts:       
1302.1100 -- Opium  0   FREE 
1501 Pig fat (including lard) and poultry fat, 

other than that of heading 0209 or 1503: 
    

  
  - Bone fat and fats obtained from waste:       
1501.0011 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1501.0019 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other:       
1501.0021 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1501.0029 -- Other 0   FREE 
1502 Fats of bovine animals, sheep or goats, other 

than those of heading 1503: 
    

  
  - Bone fat and fats obtained from waste:       
1502.0011 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1502.0019 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other:       
1502.0021 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1502.0029 -- Other 0   FREE 
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1503 Lard stearin, lard oil, oleostearin, oleo-oil 
and tallow oil, not emulsified or mixed or 
otherwise prepared:  

    

  
1503.0001 - For food preparations 0   FREE 
1503.0009 - Other 0   FREE 
1505.0000 Wool grease and fatty substances derived 

therefrom (including lanolin) 
0   FREE 

1506 Other animal fats and oils and their 
fractions, whether or not refined, but not 
chemically modified: 

    

  
1506.0001 - Animal oils and their fractions  0   FREE 
1506.0009 - Other  0   FREE 
1507 Soya-bean oil and its fractions, whether or 

not refined, but not chemically modified: 
    

  
  - Crude oil, whether or not degummed:       
1507.1001 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1507.1009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other:       
1507.9001 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1507.9009 -- Other 0   FREE 
1508 Ground-nut oil and its fractions, whether or 

not refined, but not chemically modified: 
    

  
  - Crude oil:       
1508.1001 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1508.1009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other:       
1508.9001 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1508.9009 -- Other 0   FREE 
1509 Olive oil and its fractions, whether or not 

refined, but not chemically modified: 
    

  
  - Virgin:       
1509.1001 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1509.1009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other:       
1509.9001 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1509.9009 -- Other 0   FREE 
1510 Other oils and their fractions, obtained 

solely from olives, whether or not refined, 
but not chemically modified, including 
blends of these oils or fractions with oils or 
fractions of heading 1509:  

    

 
1510.0001 - For food preparations 0   FREE 
1510.0009 - Other 0   FREE 
1511 Palm oil and its fractions, whether or not 

refined, but not chemically modified: 
    

  
  - Crude oil:       
1511.1001 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1511.1009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other:       
1511.9001 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1511.9009 -- Other 0   FREE 
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1512 Sunflower-seed, safflower or cotton-seed oil 
and fractions thereof, whether or not 
refined, but not chemically modified: 

    

  
  - Sunflower-seed or safflower oil and fractions 

thereof: 
    

  
  -- Crude oil:       
1512.1101 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1512.1109 --- Other 0   FREE 
  -- Other:       
1512.1901 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1512.1909 --- Other 0   FREE 
  - Cotton-seed oil and its fractions:       
  -- Crude oil, whether or not gossypol has been 

removed: 
    

  
1512.2101 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1512.2109 --- Other 0   FREE 
  -- Other:       
1512.2901 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1512.2909 --- Other 0   FREE 
1513 Coconut (copra), palm kernel or babassu oil 

and fractions thereof, whether or not 
refined, but not chemically modified: 

    

  
  - Coconut (copra) oil and its fractions:       
  -- Crude oil:       
1513.1101 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1513.1109 --- Other 0   FREE 
  -- Other:       
1513.1901 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1513.1909 --- Other 0   FREE 
  - Palm kernel or babassu oil and fractions 

thereof: 
    

  
  -- Crude oil:       
1513.2101 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1513.2109 --- Other 0   FREE 
  -- Other:       
1513.2901 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1513.2909 --- Other 0   FREE 
1514 Rape, colza or mustard oil and fractions 

thereof, whether or not refined, but not 
chemically modified: 

    

 
  - Low erucic acid rape or colza oil and its 

fractions: 
    

  
  -- Crude oil:       
1514.1101 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1514.1109 --- Other 0   FREE 
  -- Other:       
1514.1901 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1514.1909 --- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other:       
  -- Crude oil:       
1514.9101 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1514.9109 --- Other 0   FREE 
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  -- Other:       
1514.9901 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1514.9909 --- Other 0   FREE 
1515 Other fixed vegetable fats and oils 

(including jojoba oil) and their fractions, 
whether or not refined, but not chemically 
modified: 

    

  
  - Linseed oil and its fractions:       
1515.1100 -- Crude oil  0   FREE 
1515.1900 -- Other  0   FREE 
  - Maize (corn) oil and its fractions:       
  -- Crude oil:        
1515.2101 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1515.2109 --- Other 0   FREE 
  -- Other:        
1515.2901 --- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1515.2909 --- Other 0   FREE 
1515.3000 - Castor oil and its fractions  0   FREE 
  - Sesame oil and its fractions:        
1515.5001 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1515.5009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other:        
1515.9001 -- For food preparations 0   FREE 
1515.9009 -- Other 0   FREE 
1516 Animal or vegetable fats and oils and their 

fractions, partly or wholly hydrogenated, 
inter-esterified, re-esterified or elaidinised, 
whether or not refined, but not further 
prepared: 

    

  
  - Animal fats and oil and their fractions:       
1516.1002 -- Other animal fats and oils, reesterified 0   FREE 
1516.1009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Vegetable fats and oils and their fractions:       
1516.2001 -- Soya-bean oil 0   FREE 
1516.2002 -- Cotton-seed oil 0   FREE 
1516.2009 -- Other 0    FREE 
1701 Cane or beet sugar and chemically pure 

sucrose in solid form: 
  

 
  - Raw sugar not containing added flavouring or 

colouring matter: 
    

  
1701.1100 -- Cane sugar  0   FREE 
1701.1200 -- Beet sugar  0   FREE 
  - Other:       
  -- Containing added flavouring or colouring 

matter: 
    

  
1701.9101 --- Cube sugar in retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1701.9102 --- Cube sugar in other packings  0   FREE 
1701.9103 --- Granulated sugar in retail packings of 5 kg 

or less  
0   FREE 

1701.9104 --- Granulated sugar in other packings  0   FREE 
1701.9105 --- Soft brown sugar  0   FREE 
1701.9106 --- Castor sugar  0   FREE 
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1701.9107 --- Candy sugar  0   FREE 
1701.9109 --- Other  0   FREE 
  -- Other:       
1701.9901 --- Cube sugar in retail packings of 5 kg or less  0   FREE 
1701.9902 --- Cube sugar in other packings  0   FREE 
1701.9903 --- Granulated sugar in retail packings of 5 kg 

or less  
0   FREE 

1701.9904 --- Granulated sugar in other packings  0   FREE 
1701.9905 -- -Soft brown sugar  0   FREE 
1701.9906 --- Castor sugar  0   FREE 
1701.9907 --- Candy sugar  0   FREE 
1701.9909 --- Other  0   FREE 
1702 Other sugars, including chemically pure 

lactose, maltose, glucose and fructose, in 
solid form; sugar syrups not containing 
added flavouring or colouring matter; 
artificial honey, whether or not mixed with 
natural honey; caramel: 

    

  
  - Lactose and lactose syrup:       
1702.1100 -- Containing by weight 99 % or more lactose, 

expressed as anhydrous lactose, calculated on 
the dry matter 

0   FREE 

1702.1900 -- Other 0   FREE 
1702.2000 - Maple sugar and maple syrup  0   FREE 
  - Glucose and glucose syrup, not containing 

fructose or containing in the dry state less than 
20% by weight of fructose: 

    

  
1702.3001 -- Glucose, not containing added flavouring or 

colouring matter  
0   FREE 

1702.3002 -- Syrup  0   FREE 
1702.3009 -- Other  0   FREE 
  - Glucose and glucose syrup, containing in the 

dry state at least 20% but less than 50% by 
weight of fructose, excluding invert sugar: 

    

  
1702.4001 -- Glucose, not containing added flavouring or 

colouring matter  
0   FREE 

1702.4002 -- Syrup  0   FREE 
1702.4009 -- Other  0   FREE 
1702.6000 - Other fructose and fructose syrup, containing 

in the dry state more than 50% by weight of 
fructose, excluding invert sugar  

0   FREE 

  - Other, including invert sugar and other sugar 
and sugar syrup blends containing in the dry 
state 50 % by weight of fructose: 

    

  
1702.9001 -- Artificial honey, also mixed with natural 

honey  
0   FREE 

1702.9002 -- Syrup  0   FREE 
1702.9003 -- Caramel  0   FREE 
1702.9009 -- Other  0   FREE 
1703 Molasses resulting from the extraction or 

refining of sugar: 
    

  
  - Cane molasses:       
1703.1002 -- Flavoured or coloured  0   FREE 
1703.1009 -- Other  0   FREE 
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  - Other:       
1703.9009 -- Other  0   FREE 
1801.0000 Cocoa beans, whole or broken, raw or 

roasted  
0   FREE 

1802.0000 Cocoa shells, husks, skins and other cocoa 
waste  

0   FREE 

2001 Vegetable, fruit, nuts and other edible parts 
of plants, prepared or preserved by vinegar 
or acetic acid: 

    

  
2001.1000 - Cucumbers and gherkins  0   FREE 
  - Other:       
2001.9002 -- Yams, sweet potatoes and similar edible 

parts of plants containing 5 % or more by 
weight of starch 

0   FREE 

2001.9005 -- Onion 0   FREE 
2001.9009 -- Other 0   FREE 
2002 Tomatoes prepared or preserved otherwise 

than by vinegar or acetic acid: 
    

  
2002.1000 - Tomatoes, whole or in pieces  0   FREE 
2003 Mushrooms and truffles, prepared or 

preserved otherwise than by vinegar or 
acetic acid: 

    

  
2003.1000 - Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus 0   FREE 
2003.2000 - Truffles  0   FREE 
2003.9000 - Other 0   FREE 
2004 Other vegetables prepared or preserved 

otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid, 
frozen, other than products of heading 2006: 

    

  
  - Other vegetables and mixtures of vegetables:       
2004.9002 -- Globe artichokes 0   FREE 
2004.9003 -- Green or black olives 0   FREE 
2004.9004 -- Green peas and beans 0   FREE 
2004.9005 -- Preparations with a basis of flours of 

leguminous plants 
0   FREE 

2004.9009 -- Other 0   FREE 
2005 Other vegetables prepared or preserved 

otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid, not 
frozen, other than products of heading 2006: 

    

 
2005.1000 - Homogenised vegetables 0   FREE 
2005.4000 - Peas (Pisum sativum) 0   FREE 
  - Beans (Vigna spp., Phaseolus spp.):       
2005.5100 -- Beans, shelled 0   FREE 
2005.5900 -- Other 0   FREE 
2005.6000 - Asparagus 0   FREE 
2005.7000 - Olives 0   FREE 
  - Other vegetables and mixtures of vegetables:       
2005.9100 -- Bamboo shoots 0   FREE 
  -- Other       
2005.9909 --- Other 0   FREE 
2006 Vegetables, fruit, nuts, fruit-peel and other 

parts of plants, preserved by sugar (drained, 
glacé or crystallised)  

    

 
  - Frozen vegetables:       
2006.0012 -- Asparagus 0   FREE 
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2006.0019 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other vegetables:       
2006.0022 -- Asparagus 0   FREE 
2006.0023 -- Pimento 0   FREE 
2006.0029 -- Other 0   FREE 
2006.0030 - Other 0   FREE 
2008 Fruit, nuts and other edible parts of plants, 

otherwise prepared or preserved, whether 
or not containing added sugar or other 
sweetening matter or spirit, not elsewhere 
specified or included: 

    

 
  - Nuts, ground-nuts and other seeds, whether or 

not mixed together: 
    

  
  -- Ground-nuts:       
2008.1900 -- Other, including mixtures 0   FREE 
  - Pineapples:       
2008.2001 -- Pineapples soups and porridge  0   FREE 
2008.2009 -- Other  0   FREE 
  - Citrus fruit:       
2008.3001 -- Citrus fruit soups and porridge  0   FREE 
2008.3009 -- Other  0   FREE 
  - Pears:       
2008.4001 -- Pear soups and porridge  0   FREE 
2008.4009 -- Other  0   FREE 
  - Apricots:       
2008.5001 -- Apricot soups and porridge  0   FREE 
2008.5009 -- Other  0   FREE 
  - Cherries:       
2008.6001 -- Cherry soups and porridge  0   FREE 
2008.6009 -- Other  0   FREE 
  - Peaches, including nectarines:       
2008.7001 -- Peach soups and porridge  0   FREE 
2008.7009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Strawberries:       
2008.8001 -- Strawberry soups and porridge  0   FREE 
2008.8009 -- Other  0   FREE 
  - Other, including mixtures other than those of 

subheading 2008.19: 
    

  
   -- Mixtures:       
2008.9201 --- Soups and porridge of fruits  0   FREE 
2008.9209 --- Other 0   FREE 
  -- Other:       
2008.9901 --- Soups and porridge of fruits  0   FREE 
2008.9909 --- Other 0   FREE 
2009 Fruit juices (including grape must) and 

vegetable juices, unfermented and not 
containing added spirit, whether or not 
containing added sugar or other sweetening 
matter: 

    

  
  - Orange juice:       
  -- Frozen:       
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2009.1110 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 
containers of 50 kg or more  

0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.1121 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.1122 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.1123 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.1124 ---- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.1125 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.1126 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.1129 ---- Other 20   FREE 
2009.1190 --- Other 20   FREE 
  -- Not frozen, of a Brix value not exceeding 20:       
2009.1210 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.1221 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.1222 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.1223 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.1224 ---- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.1225 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.1226 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.1229 ---- Other 20   FREE 
2009.1290 --- Other 20   FREE 
  -- Other:       
2009.1910 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.1921 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.1922 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.1923 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.1924 ---- In disposable packings of glass  for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.1925 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.1926 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.1929 ---- Other 20   FREE 
2009.1990 --- Other 20   FREE 
  - Grapefruit juice (including grape must):       
  -- Of a Brix value not exceeding 20:       
2009.2110 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.2121 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.2122 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.2123 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 
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2009.2124 ---- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.2125 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.2126 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.2129 ---- Other 20   FREE 
2009.2190 --- Other 20   FREE 
  -- Other:       
2009.2910 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.2921 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.2922 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.2923 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.2924 ---- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.2925 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.2926 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.2929 ---- Other 20   FREE 
2009.2990 --- Other 20   FREE 
  - Juice of any other single citrus fruit:       
  -- Of a Brix value not exceeding 20:       
2009.3110 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.3121 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.3122 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.3123 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.3124 ---- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.3125 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.3126 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.3129 ---- Other 20   FREE 
2009.3190 --- Other 20   FREE 
  -- Other:       
2009.3910 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.3921 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.3922 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.3923 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.3924 ---- In disposable packings of glassfor 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.3925 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.3926 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.3929 ---- Other 20   FREE 
2009.3990 --- Other 20   FREE 
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  - Pineapple juice:       
  -- Of a Brix value not exceeding 20:       
2009.4110 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.4121 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.4122 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.4123 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.4124 ---- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.4125 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.4126 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.4129 ---- Other 20   FREE 
2009.4190 --- Other 20   FREE 
  -- Other:       
2009.4910 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.4921 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.4922 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.4923 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.4924 ---- In disposable packings of glass  for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.4925 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.4926 ---- In disposable packings of plastic,  

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.4929 ---- Other 20   FREE 
2009.4990 --- Other 20   FREE 
  - Tomato juice:       
2009.5010 -- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.5021 --- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.5022 --- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.5023 --- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.5024 --- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.5025 --- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.5026 --- In disposable packings of plastic,  

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.5029 --- Other 20   FREE 
2009.5090 -- Other 20   FREE 
  - Grape juice (including grape must):       
  -- Of a Brix value not exceeding 20:       
2009.6110 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.6121 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.6122 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
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2009.6123 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 
than 500 ml  

20   FREE 

2009.6124 ---- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.6125 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.6126 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.6129 ---- Other 20   FREE 
2009.6190 --- Other 20   FREE 
  -- Other:       
2009.6910 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.6921 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.6922 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.6923 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.6924 ---- In disposable packings of glass  for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.6925 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.6926 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.6929 ---- Other 20   FREE 
2009.6990 --- Other 20   FREE 
  - Apple juice:       
  -- Of a Brix value not exceeding 20:       
2009.7110 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.7121 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.7122 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.7123 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.7124 ---- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.7125 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.7126 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.7129 ---- Other 20   FREE 
2009.7190 --- Other 20   FREE 
  -- Other:       
2009.7910 --- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.7921 ---- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.7922 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.7923 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.7924 ---- In disposable packings of glass  for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.7925 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.7926 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.7929 ---- Other 20   FREE 
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2009.7990 --- Other 20   FREE 
  - Juice of any other single fruit or vegetable:       
2009.8010 -- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.8021 --- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.8022 --- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.8023 --- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.8024 --- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.8025 --- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.8026 --- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.8029 --- Other 20   FREE 
2009.8090 --- Other 20   FREE 
  - Mixtures of juices:       
2009.9010 -- Unfermented and not containing sugar, in 

containers of 50 kg or more  
0   FREE 

  --- Prepared beverages:       
2009.9021 --- In disposable packings of steel 20   FREE 
2009.9022 --- In disposable packings of aluminium 20   FREE 
2009.9023 --- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml  
20   FREE 

2009.9024 --- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

20   FREE 

2009.9025 --- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 20   FREE 
2009.9026 --- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
20   FREE 

2009.9029 --- Other 20   FREE 
2009.9090 --- Other 20   FREE 
2106 Food preparations not elsewhere specified 

or included: 
    

  
2106.9022 --- Flavoured or coloured syrup  20   FREE 
2204 Wine of fresh grapes, including fortified 

wines; grapes must other than that of 
heading 2009: 

    

  
  - Sparkling wine:        
  -- Of an alcoholic strength by volume of more 

than 0.5 % up to and including 2.25 % vol: 
    

  
2204.1011 --- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.1012 --- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.1013 --- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml 
0   FREE 

2204.1014 --- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

0   FREE 

2204.1015 --- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.1016 --- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.1019 --- Other 0   FREE 
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  -- Wine neither mixed with other fermented 
beverages nor non-alcoholic beverages 
provided the product is of an alcoholic strength 
by volume of more than 2.25 % and a 
maximum of 15% and contains solely alcohol 
formed by fermentation without any kind of 
distillation: 

    

  
2204.1021 --- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.1022 --- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.1023 --- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml 
0   FREE 

2204.1024 --- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

0   FREE 

2204.1025 --- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.1026 --- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.1029 --- Other 0   FREE 
  -- Other of an alcoholic strength by volume of 

more than 2,25%: 
    

  
2204.1031 --- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.1032 --- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.1033 --- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml 
0   FREE 

2204.1034 --- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

0   FREE 

2204.1035 --- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.1036 --- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.1039 --- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other wine; grape must with fermentation 

prevented or arrested by the addition of 
alcohol: 

    

  
  -- In containers holding 2 l or less:       
  --- Fortified grape must of an alcoholic strength 

by volume of more than 2.25 %: 
    

  
2204.2121 ---- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.2122 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.2123 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml 
0   FREE 

2204.2124 ---- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

0   FREE 

2204.2125 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.2126 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.2129 ---- Other 0   FREE 
  --- Other of an alcoholic strength by volume of 

more than 0.5 % up to and including 2.25 % 
vol: 

    

  
2204.2131 ---- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.2132 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.2133 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml 
0   FREE 

2204.2134 ---- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

0   FREE 

2204.2135 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
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2204.2136 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 
uncoloured 

0   FREE 

2204.2139 ---- Other 0   FREE 
  --- Wine neither mixed with other fermented 

beverages nor non-alcoholic beverages 
provided the product is of an alcoholic strength 
by volume of more than 2.25 % and a 
maximum of 15% and contains solely alcohol 
formed by fermentation without any kind of 
distillation: 

    

  
  ---- White wines:       
2204.2141 ----- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.2142 ----- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.2143 ----- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml 
0   FREE 

2204.2144 ----- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

0   FREE 

2204.2145 ----- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.2146 ----- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.2149 ----- Other 0   FREE 
  ---- Red wines:       
2204.2151 ----- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.2152 ----- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.2153 ----- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml 
0   FREE 

2204.2154 ----- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

0   FREE 

2204.2155 ----- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.2156 ----- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.2159 ----- Other 0   FREE 
  ---- Other wines:       
2204.2161 ----- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.2162 ----- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.2163 ----- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml 
0   FREE 

2204.2164 ----- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

0   FREE 

2204.2165 ----- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.2166 ----- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.2169 ----- Other 0   FREE 
  --- Other of an alcoholic strength by volume of 

more than 2.25 %: 
    

  
2204.2191 ---- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.2192 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.2193 ---- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml 
0   FREE 

2204.2194 ---- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

0   FREE 

2204.2195 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.2196 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.2199 ---- Other 0   FREE 
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  -- Other:       
  --- Fortified grape must of an alcoholic strength 

by volume of more than 2.25 %: 
    

  
2204.2921 ---- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.2922 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.2923 ---- In disposable packings of glass  0   FREE 
2204.2925 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.2926 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.2929 ---- Other 0   FREE 
  --- Other of an alcoholic strength by volume of 

more than 0.5 % up to and including 2.25 % 
vol: 

    

  
2204.2931 ---- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.2932 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.2933 ---- In disposable packings of glass  0   FREE 
2204.2935 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.2936 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.2939 ---- Other 0   FREE 
  --- Wine neither mixed with other fermented 

beverages nor non-alcoholic beverages 
provided the product is of an alcoholic strength 
by volume of more than 2.25 % and a 
maximum of 15% and contains solely alcohol 
formed by fermentation without any kind of 
distillation: 

    

 
  ---- White wines:       
2204.2941 ----- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.2942 ----- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.2943 ----- In disposable packings of glass  0   FREE 
2204.2945 ----- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.2946 ----- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.2949 ----- Other 0   FREE 
  ---- Red wines:       
2204.2951 ----- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.2952 ----- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.2953 ----- In disposable packings of glass  0   FREE 
2204.2955 ----- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.2956 ----- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.2959 ----- Other 0   FREE 
  ---- Other wines:       
2204.2961 ----- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.2962 ----- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.2963 ----- In disposable packings of glass  0   FREE 
2204.2965 ----- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.2966 ----- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.2969 ----- Other 0   FREE 
  --- Other of an alcoholic strength by volume of 

more than 2.25 %: 
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2204.2991 ---- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.2992 ---- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.2993 ---- In disposable packings of glass  0   FREE 
2204.2995 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.2996 ---- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.2999 ---- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other grape must:       
  -- Of an alcoholic strength by volume of more 

than 2.25 % vol: 
    

  
2204.3021 --- In disposable packings of steel 0   FREE 
2204.3022 --- In disposable packings of aluminium 0   FREE 
2204.3023 --- In disposable packings of glass for more 

than 500 ml 
0   FREE 

2204.3024 --- In disposable packings of glass for 500 ml 
or less 

0   FREE 

2204.3025 --- In disposable packings of plastic, coloured 0   FREE 
2204.3026 --- In disposable packings of plastic, 

uncoloured 
0   FREE 

2204.3029 --- Other 0   FREE 
2301 Flours, meals and pellets, of meat or meat 

offal, of fish or of crustaceans, molluscs or 
other aquatic invertebrates, unfit for human 
consumption; greaves:  

    

  
  - Flours, meals and pellets, of meat or meat 

offal; greaves: 
    

  
2301.1002 -- Meat meal, n.e.s 0   FREE 
2301.1009 -- Other 0   FREE 
2307.0000 Wine lees; argol  0   FREE 
2309 Preparations of a kind used in animal 

feeding: 
    

  
2309.1000 - Dog or cat food, put up for retail sale 0   FREE 
  - Other:       
2309.9003 -- Premixes prepared for animal feeding  0   FREE 
2401 Unmanufactured tobacco; tobacco refuse:       
  - Tobacco, not stemmed/stripped:        
2401.1001 -- Brought to the country by travelers, crew 

members and others for personal use, or is sent 
to the country without being professional 
importation 

0   FREE 

2401.1009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Tobacco, partly or wholly stemmed/stripped:       
2401.2001 -- Other  0   FREE 
2401.2009 -- Brought to the country by travelers, crew 

members and others for personal use, or is 
sent to the country without being 
professional importation  

0   FREE 

  - Tobacco refuse:       
2401.3001 -- Other   0   FREE 
2401.3009 -- Brought to the country by travelers, crew 

members and others for personal use, or is 
sent to the country without being 
professional importation 

0   FREE 

2402 Cigars, cheroots, cigarillos and cigarettes, of 
tobacco or of tobacco substitutes: 
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  - Cigars, cheroots and cigarillos, containing 
tobacco: 

    
  

2402.1001 -- Brought to the country by travelers, crew 
members and others for personal use, or is sent 
to the country without being professional 
importation 

0   FREE 

2402.1009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Cigarettes containing tobacco:       
2402.2001 -- Brought to the country by travelers, crew 

members and others for personal use, or is sent 
to the country without being professional 
importation 

0   FREE 

2402.2009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other:       
  -- Cigars, cheroots and cigarillos of tobacco 

substitutes: 
    

  
2402.9011 --- Brought to the country by travelers, crew 

members and others for personal use, or is sent 
to the country without being professional 
importation 

0   FREE 

2402.9019 --- Other 0   FREE 
  -- Other:       
2402.9091 --- Brought to the country by travelers, crew 

members and others for personal use, or is sent 
to the country without being professional 
importation 

0   FREE 

2402.9099 --- Other 0   FREE 
2403 Other manufactured tobacco and 

manufactured tobacco substitutes; 
"homogenised" or "reconstituted" tobacco; 
tobacco extracts and essences: 

    

  
  - Smoking tobacco, whether or not containing 

tobacco substitutes in any proportion: 
    

  
2403.1001 -- Brought to the country by travelers, crew 

members and others for personal use, or is sent 
to the country without being professional 
importation 

0   FREE 

2403.1009 -- Other 0   FREE 
  - Other:       
  -- "Homogenised" or "reconstituted" tobacco:        
2403.9101 --- Brought to the country by travelers, crew 

members and others for personal use, or is sent 
to the country without being professional 
importation 

0   FREE 

2403.9109 --- Other 0   FREE 
  -- Other:       
  --- Snuff containing solutio ammoniae:       
2403.9911 ---- Brought to the country by travelers, crew 

members and others for personal use, or is sent 
to the country without being professional 
importation 

0   FREE 

2403.9919 ---- Other 0   FREE 
  --- Other snuff :       
2403.9921 ---- Brought to the country by travelers, crew 

members and others for personal use, or is sent 
to the country without being professional 
importation 

0   FREE 
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2403.9929 ---- Other 0   FREE 
  --- Other:       
2403.9991 ---- Brought to the country by travelers, crew 

members and others for personal use, or is sent 
to the country without being professional 
importation 

0   FREE 

2403.9999 ---- Other 0   FREE 

 
_______________ 


